Getting the best out of
your business, with HPE
Cloud Managed Servers.
At Hewlett Packard Enterprise, we believe
that IT should be simple and available to
anyone, anywhere.
We have a long-standing relationship with
Zynstra, whose software is built on our
HPE ProLiant Gen 9 servers to deliver
enterprise-class hybrid IT for the SMB.
Our Cloud Managed Servers provide a
cost-effective approach to IT, so SMBs
can experience the benefits that have
previously only been available to large
enterprises. Here’s an example case study
so you can see how we’ve been helping
out other businesses.

Cube Real Estate is a London-based
property company and asset manager
focused on providing the best quality
workspace for their tenants across
the UK.

Customer Case Study

Cube Real Estate is a London-based
property company and asset manager

Cube Real Estate is a London-based property company and asset manager focused on providing
the best quality workspace for their tenants across the UK.

"We now have a modernized IT environment. We can predict our IT costs and we
know that our IT is kept current and up-to-date. We no longer need to worry about
an IT refresh again. It just works and is 20% to 30% cheaper than building a like-forlike solution from the component parts."
Mike Benton, Finance Director
Company:
Cube Real Estate
..............................................................

Location:
London, UK
..............................................................

Sector:
Real Estate
..............................................................

No IT users:
100
..............................................................

Delivery partner:
BTA
..............................................................

Business driver:
IT Refresh
..............................................................

Business profile
Cube Real Estate is a real estate investment company delivering above-market returns for itself
and its co-investors by applying knowledge, experience and imagination to asset selection and
management.
Cube applies creativity to unlocking the potential of assets that are often overlooked by
mainstream investors, to produce superior returns in the short to medium-term.

Case study
Cube’s IT infrastructure was approaching end-of-life. Mike Benton, a Director of Cube Real Estate
had requested his preferred IT partner, BTA Ltd, to provide a quote for their IT refresh.
Commenting on their requirements, Mike Benton said “We were looking to replace our
infrastructure, but the up-front costs of traditional IT solutions would have been an unnecessary
drain on our cash reserves. We pay for our staff and buildings monthly, we lease our cars, but our
IT was the one area of our business that needed a new approach – so we tasked BTA with
coming up with an OPEX-based solution."
Easynet Hybrid Cloud IT powered by Zynstra, delivers a cloud like experience but in the
customer's offices and under their control.
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The best of on-premises & cloud capabilities
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About Zynstra
Zynstra
is a software
company, committed to delivering highly affordable enterprise grade IT which is simple to buy, deploy and use.
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their business, without the need for expensive future upgrades, all managed and kept up to date via the cloud. Zynstra are the winners
of the 2015 IT Industry Awards for Infrastructure Innovation of the Year.
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The partnership
Zynstra and HPE are working
together to transform workplaces
across the globe. If you’re interested
in moving to a simpler, more agile
and cost-effective IT infrastructure
and/or you are looking to see how
your business can benefit from the
cloud, get in touch today.
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